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ABSTRACT

Information exploration processes are often conducted in teams of
experts, family members, or colleagues. These teams have to re-
trieve information from different sources, verify it, and finally com-
pare and discuss their findings to find consensus. Today, support for
these collaborative processes is limited and users often end up shar-
ing either a single PC with one user taking control or using separate
workstations, where support for tight collaboration is limited. In
this paper, we present collaborative information linking which vi-
sually connects information across private and shared application
windows to bridge knowledge gaps between users. We present the
technical infrastructure for multi-user interaction and personalized
meta-visualizations on large multi-projector displays, and demon-
strate how personalized visual links connect information across ex-
isting applications modified in a minimally invasive manner. An
observational experiment showed that information linking helps in-
dividuals to deal with large display space and teams to switch be-
tween individual information retrieval and joint verification and dis-
cussion.

Keywords: Single-display groupware, collaborative information
work, information linking

Index Terms: H.5.3 [Information Interfaces and Presenta-
tion (e.g., HCI)]: Group and Organization Interfaces—Computer-
supported cooperative work

1 INTRODUCTION

Information extraction and analysis is often accomplished in a col-
laborative context. Examples range from families planning a hol-
iday trip to medical experts discussing the treatments of their pa-
tients. What these examples have in common is the need to ex-
tract relevant information from multiple sources – from web sites
and maps to patient records and biomedical visualizations – and to
share these pieces of information with the collaborators to find con-
sensus. In practice, these two steps are often separated. Each team
member accomplishes the information extraction task individually,
and contributions are discussed in dedicated meetings. This sep-
aration stems from multiple deficiencies in conventional comput-
ing systems: First, input is usually restricted to a single contribu-
tor. Therefore, specialized groupware applications are required to
support co-located synchronous interaction. Second, information is
rarely contained within one single application. Especially if experts
from different fields collaborate, information is presented by differ-
ent role-specific applications. If multi-user support is encapsulated
by specialized groupware, synchronous collaboration incorporating
multiple of such applications is not fluidly possible. Finally, screen
space limitations impede the synchronous display of multiple infor-
mation sources and representations.
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Figure 1: Color-coded sets of visual links connect individual user
selections across protected and shared application windows.

In this paper, we present the technical infrastructure as well as vi-
sualization and interaction techniques to visually coordinate infor-
mation exploration across multiple applications on single-display
setups. Existing single-user applications – ranging from specialized
information visualization software to a conventional web browser –
can be employed as private or shared information resources. Per-
sonalized meta-visualizations visually highlight elements associ-
ated with a user’s current activity across multiple applications (Fig-
ure 1). Collaboration-supportive interaction techniques and tools
help users to keep interference from collaborators low and to man-
age their findings. In summary, our proposed system consists of the
following components:

• A collaboration-transparent environment supports concurrent
multi-pointer interaction and construction of large-scale pro-
jected displays in a standard desktop environment.

• Collaborative information linking affords visual coordination
by user-specific visual links across applications [32]: Multiple
single-user applications can contribute to a shared information
analysis task by providing user-specific visual feedback and a
shared visual context on public application windows.

We will report on design considerations for collaborative infor-
mation analysis, the collaboration-transparent environment and vi-
sual linking infrastructure, and finally on an observational evalua-
tion of collaborative information linking on a shared single-display
workspace.

2 RELATED WORK

In the field of computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW), nu-
merous groupware applications have been presented for collabo-
rative information search, browsing, and analysis. Examples for



co-located, synchronous information work range from collabora-
tive picture galleries [18], web search [1, 30], tree comparisons
[13], text analysis [14], and graph visualization [12], to more gen-
eral hierarchical data visualization in multiple coordinated views
[28]. In these examples, collaboration support is guaranteed by
using special-purpose collaboration-aware software tools. Mostly,
these groupware applications are self-contained developments. In
contrast, Isenberg et al. [12] showed that existing visualization soft-
ware can be “retro-fitted” for multi-user interaction – for instance
by rendering multiple color-coded mouse cursors within the appli-
cation. Similarly, Forlines et al. [6] presented a wrapper for Google
Earth to support multi-user input, viewport synchronization across
multiple instances, and annotations, without changing the applica-
tion’s core implementation. Yet, applications themselves are modi-
fied for collaboration-awareness and therefore cannot be combined
with other groupware applications for a fluid information explo-
ration process.

We draw our motivation from an early vision in the field of
CSCW: Lauwers and Lantz [16] suggested to use existing single-
user applications in collaboration-aware windowing systems in-
stead of special-purpose groupware applications. For co-located
collaboration in conventional windowing systems, Hutterer and
Thomas [11] presented multi-pointer X (MPX), a modification of
the X Window System for multi-pointer interaction. While MPX
enables collaboration-transparency on the windowing system level,
it does not provide any further collaboration features, such as per-
sonalized visual feedback, role-based access regulations, or inter-
action histories.

The system presented in this paper relies on MPX [11] for multi-
pointer support on windowing system level. To accommodate for
the missing collaboration features, we provide user-specific meta-
visualizations illustrating how selected information in private ap-
plication windows relates to information contained in shared win-
dows. Visualizations are rendered as desktop overlay by the win-
dow manager. Single-user applications contributing to the infor-
mation analysis process are extended by a minimally invasive ap-
proach. Applications neither need to be multi-pointer aware nor
render user-specific information for themselves.

Most groupware systems for co-located, synchronous informa-
tion work rely on single-display groupware (SDG) [24]: they
provide a shared display and multi-input support. Typical dis-
play form factors of SDG systems are tabletop displays (e.g.,
[18, 13, 14, 28, 30]) or projected wall displays (e.g., [12]). A
common problem of SDG systems is the interference of individ-
ual work. In particular, distractions caused by changes to the spa-
tial display layout [5] and cursor movements by other users [33]
have been reported. Tse et al. [29] report that users tend to work
on separate areas of the workspace in conventional single-display
workspaces and can coordinate their activities with little verbal
explanation. Therefore, SDG systems often use a large, high-
resolution display to allow multiple users to establish their personal
territories and to visualize a lot of information simultaneously. For
instance, WebSurface [30] and CoCoNutTrix [12] both use multiple
projectors to create a large high-resolution display. Common prob-
lems of large, shared displays are the inability to track other users’
cursors [35], gesturing to distant display locations [23, 12], and lo-
cating items of interest on a display scattered with information [25].
Guiding the attention to a user’s cursor on a large display has been
achieved by introducing a “spotlight” metaphor [15]. WinCuts [26]
allow for visual comparison of private task-related window regions
on a shared display. In WeSpace [35], relation between imagery of
different laptop displays can be compared on a shared display by
linking or overlaying the images. However, task-related WinCuts
and landmarks for linking have to be selected manually. VisLink
[3] and visual links across applications [32] visually connect re-
lated elements (e.g., text or map locations) in distinct visualization

views and application windows, respectively, to facilitate location
of relevant items on large displays and to guide attention to remote
display locations. However, both techniques only provide one set
of links at a time and therefore do not support collaborative work
styles.

In this paper, we use visual links across applications [32] for vi-
sualizing how information in personal application windows relates
to shared information. For this purpose, we extended the system to
use multiple, user-specific sets of visual links across applications
as collaboration-supporting visual assistance and introduce interac-
tion techniques to protect application windows and to store findings.
In contrast to previous collaboration techniques for large-scale dis-
plays, our technique visually connects related items between dif-
ferent users’ application windows without manual registration of
associated landmarks.

3 DESIGN CRITERIA

In the following, we list a number of design considerations we es-
tablished for our co-located collaborative information workspace.
The basic motivation was to allow interaction across a rich selection
of applications while supporting important coordination aspects of
collaborative work (as summarized in the mechanics of collabora-
tion [8]):

Single-user application support. A single special-purpose
groupware application is often not sufficient to solve a complex col-
laborative task. Users often prefer the usage of existing, powerful,
and well-known single-user applications to specific collaboration-
aware applications [16, 7]. Looking at the process of sense-making
[9], we see that the actual data analysis process using some form of
visual encoding is only a sub-phase of the entire sense-making pro-
cess. To support the overall process, a system for co-located collab-
oration should support information retrieval from multiple sources,
analysis, as well as software for note-taking and structuring of find-
ings [10]. If users with different background, preferences, and roles
collaborate, they may rely on their specialized software and their
role-specific visual encodings [34, 4], as well as dedicated shared
applications or visualization views to establish common ground [2].

Sufficient screen space. A large, high-resolution workspace is
required if a lot of information in personalized visual encodings is
displayed concurrently [13]. A sufficiently large screen real estate
is also crucial for users to establish their personal territories and
to coordinate their activities [29]. With multi-user input support,
users can work independently on private areas of the workspace
and fluently switch to tight collaboration on public display spaces.

Visual coordination. To ease localization of relevant items scat-
tered across multiple application windows and representations, vi-
sual cues can help to lead the user’s gaze to items relevant for her
current task. Visual cues should be personalized so the user can
easily identify which items are associated with her current activ-
ity and what other users are currently investigating. Linking items
across representations might also help users when switching be-
tween loose and tight collaboration [13]. For a multi-application
workspace this implies the necessity to synchronize operations and
selections in different applications and to provide a consistent vi-
sual highlighting mechanism.

Protecting workspaces. Concurrent interaction on single-
display groupware can lead to interferences [5, 33] – especially
when working in a loosely coupled fashion [27] or using indirect
input devices [20]. Besides social protocols, potential ways to de-
crease interference is to provide protected spaces (e.g., dedicated
private displays or screen areas) or explicit locking mechanisms for
workspace items.

Storing and sharing. Users should be enabled to record their
data for later review and merging of findings [2, 22, 10]. If multiple
applications are employed, there should be a central tool which is
able to capture “snapshots” of the environment or save extracted



findings in a generic form.
In the following sections, we introduce our technical infrastruc-

ture for synchronous, co-located collaborative information work
based on these design considerations.

4 COLLABORATION-TRANSPARENT ENVIRONMENT

To create a collaboration-transparent environment, we build on re-
cent advances of the X Window System for Linux. In particular, we
use Multi-Pointer X (MPX) [11] and the Compiz window manager1

as foundations for a single-machine implementation.

4.1 Multi-user interaction and identification
MPX [11] provides multiple independent mouse pointers and key-
board foci on windowing system level for the X Window System.
Although MPX is already available in the most recent X Win-
dow System release, application support is still scarce. Most win-
dow managers do not reliably render or handle multiple pointers.
We thus extended the Compiz window manager with basic multi-
pointer support for our purposes. Compiz provides a plug-in infras-
tructure for extension of its functionality without changing the core
implementation. We implemented a plug-in that queries the XIn-
put2 event loop (a new X event loop for multi-pointer events) and
renders each mouse pointer in distinct colors.

MPX allows multiple users to interact concurrently with distinct
applications but it cannot resolve situations where multiple point-
ers attempt to access the same application concurrently, if the ap-
plication itself is not multi-pointer aware. As long as conventional
GUI-toolkits do not provide multi-pointer event notification, mak-
ing existing applications multi-pointer aware requires substantial
low-level modifications to the applications themselves. Our multi-
pointer plug-in therefore provides an interface to query user iden-
tities based on (single-pointer) input events received in the appli-
cation, such as key strokes or button presses (c.f., Figure 2). The
plug-in establishes an interaction history for received input events
(i.e., mouse motion, button press, and key press and corresponding
time stamp). Applications connect to the window manager via a
network interface (using Ice2), which matches event reports by ap-
plications with the plug-in’s interaction history and returns the ID
of the pointing device. In our collaborative information linking in-
frastructure, user identity management is encapsulated by a central
management application, so individual applications only report user
interaction – irrespective of how many users are actually interacting
(more details in 5.2).

4.2 Large displays
Large, high-resolution displays, as shown in Figure 1, can be con-
structed from multiple overlapping projections. We create seamless
imagery with casually aligned projectors using a camera-assisted
offline calibration step and geometric compensation of individual
projector images in a Compiz window manager plug-in [31]. Warp-
ing and blending on the window manager level is transparent to all
legacy applications and to the collaborative information linking in-
frastructure, and allows for real-time interaction.

5 INFRASTRUCTURE FOR COLLABORATIVE INFORMATION
LINKING

Collaborative information linking provides personalized visual
links across applications [32]: each user is provided with a distinct
set of visual links connecting related elements across applications
(see Figures 2 and 3). We will first briefly discuss the basic infras-
tructure of visual links across applications from [32], then introduce
the extensions for multi-user links management, workspace protec-
tion, and interaction techniques and tools facilitating collaborative
information analysis with conventional single-user applications.

1http://www.compiz.org
2http://www.zeroc.com/

5.1 Visual Links across Applications
Visual links are created upon user selection: depending on the ap-
plication, the user marks a word, clicks on a chart, or enters a text in
a search field. Selections are distributed as string to the individual
applications, which report occurrences in displayed content. Map-
ping of the selection string to visual content is accomplished by the
individual applications: they can map it to single words in a text,
a geographic location on a map, a row in tabular data, or labeled
elements in an image (c.f., Figure 3).

The single-user implementation of visual links consists of three
system components: A central management application – imple-
mented as Tomcat Java application server – coordinates registered
applications and user selections within these applications. Regis-
tered applications communicate via HTTP with the management
application to report and receive user selections, as well as to re-
port visual changes of content (e.g., if the user has scrolled a page
or zoomed into a map). When receiving a selection from the man-
ager, applications need to map the selection string to occurrences
in their content and report associated bounding rectangles. Finally,
collected selection rectangles of the applications are sent to the win-
dow manager via Ice network interfaces, where rendering of the
individual links is accomplished as an OpenGL desktop overlay.

From the window the selection has been reported (i.e., the win-
dow the user is currently interacting with), one link for each win-
dow containing at least one occurrence of the selection (target win-
dow) emerges. At the intersection point of the link with a target
window, links to the bounding rectangles of all window’s occur-
rences expand (see Figure 3). As visual links across applications
were designed for large displays, window overlaps were not con-
sidered in the design.

5.2 Multi-User Links Management
Collaborative information linking extends this infrastructure by co-
ordinating multiple concurrent selections by different users. Each
user in the environment is uniquely associated with a pointing de-
vice and is assigned a distinct color, also used for cursor rendering.
If an application reports a user selection, the management appli-
cation first consults the window manager’s interaction history to

Figure 2: Collaborative information linking infrastructure: Application
1 reports a user selection and delivers the corresponding bounding
rectangles of occurrences within the application. The management
application consults the multi-pointer plug-in to determine the iden-
tity of the user triggering the selection and forwards the selection
string to all applications accessible for this user (Application 3). After
all applications have reported the bounding rectangles of selection
occurrences, they are sent to the rendering plug-in of the window
manager.



Figure 3: Screenshot of a shared workspace: color-coded sets of visual links connect text selected in two protected browser windows with
matching occurrences in a shared overview chart.

determine the most recently active pointer within the application
window’s boundary. The manager then reports the selection to all
applications accessible for the user associated with the determined
pointing device. After all applications reported occurrences of the
selection in their displayed content, visual links are routed and ren-
dered in the user’s associated color. Figure 2 illustrates these steps.

The management application stores the application windows a
user is currently linking to. If an application reports a content
change, the manager checks for users currently linking to the re-
spective application and re-calculates their links.

Visual links are rendered in the user’s associated color and
emerge from the window the user selection has been reported (see
Figure 3). Links are rendered in high opacity after the user has ini-
tiated a selection but fade to a low alpha value after a few seconds.
The rectangular highlight regions around the reported selection oc-
currences remain at full opacity. This way, readability of content
is improved. By moving the mouse over one of her selection high-
lights, the user can set back the links to their initial alpha value.
For fading personal sets of links to a lower alpha level manually
or switching them off entirely, users can employ simple keyboard
shortcuts.

This infrastructure assures that applications communicating with
the visual links infrastructure do not need to be collaboration-aware
themselves. Instead, a minimally invasive approach by extending
the application through an add-on or wrapping the application is
sufficient. As depicted in Figure 2, applications need to report se-
lection strings to the management application whenever a user se-
lected an item, and map incoming selection strings to window lo-
cations (more details can be found in [32]). Multi-pointer support
and user-specific visualizations are accomplished on the window-
ing system level – completely transparent for the applications and
visually consistent across the entire desktop.

From a technical point of view, our system supports an arbi-
trary number of users. In practice, display space restrictions and
the thereby resulting input conflicts, as well as visual clutter due to
multiple sets of visual links, will be limiting factors.

For a more illustrative walk-through, we will explain the sys-
tem’s capabilities by a scenario: Alice and Bob are conducting
an open-ended, explorative investigation of the economic situation
in different countries on a single-display setting, as shown in Fig-

ure 1. As information resource, they rely on content provided in the
internet and start their exploration by a simple web search in two
separated browser windows. In between their browsers, they place
a map application. They register all three windows to the manage-
ment application by pressing a button embedded in the browsers
and map application, respectively. While Alice reads a newspaper
article, she successively marks multiple countries mentioned in the
text and presses a button to invoke visual links. By following the link
to the map, she can quickly check the geographic location of these
countries. In meanwhile, Bob opens some tabular data containing
economic statistics. The country Alice is currently investigating is
immediately highlighted in the table and linked to her article in red
(her cursor color) as the page is loaded. So Bob starts investigating
this country’s statistics first.

5.3 Protected and shared workspaces

In contrast to input conflicts in single-display groupware, where
users compete for concurrent interaction on a single workspace
item or access items in other users’ personal territories, informa-
tion linking does not provide the opportunity for social coordina-
tion, as visual links are created automatically. As a result, newly
created sets of visual links may unintentionally intrude into other
users’ personal territories and interrupt their current work. Appli-
cation windows therefore can be protected from other users’ links
by a simple locking mechanism. The user can protect any win-
dow in the workspace which is not already locked by another user
by moving the mouse cursor to the desired window and pressing a
shortcut. With the same procedure, a protected window is released.
Protected windows are visualized by color-coded boundaries in the
users’ assigned colors (see lateral browser windows in Figure 3).

Window protection is coordinated in the window manager. Win-
dow (un)lock events are propagated to the visual links management
application, which updates access restrictions between users and
applications. In Figure 2, Application 2 has been protected by an-
other user, so the manager does not forward the user’s selection to
this application.

As Bob discovers a country showing some interesting economic
statistics, he marks the country’s name in the browser and selects
the link button. Yellow visual links to the centered map, and the
article Alice is currently reading, appear. As Alice first wants to



read some articles individually before discussing her findings with
Bob, she locks her browser window to prevent his links from being
rendered in her window.

5.4 Selection hijacking
Users can test whether others’ selections occur in their private
workspace by temporarily releasing window protection or by “hi-
jacking” a specific collaborator’s selection. To hijack a selection,
the user moves the cursor over one of the collaborator’s selection
rectangles on a shared window. The user’s links are then temporar-
ily replaced with the collaborator’s selection, while the previous
highlight regions remain visible to explicitly show the relationship
between the two selections. Hijacking is active as long as the user
keeps the cursor within the selection region, with a minimum dis-
play time of one second.

Bob asks Alice whether the country he has currently selected
is mentioned in her article, which is protected. Alice moves the
pointer to the country’s selection rectangle on the shared map. Her
current links fade out and are substituted by links emerging from
Bob’s selection rectangle on the map. As a link to her (protected)
article appears, she reads the text passage mentioning the country
out aloud. Then she moves her pointer back to her article window,
her previous links are restored, and she continues reading.

5.5 One-shot linking
As applying the necessary extensions to existing applications for
communication with the information linking infrastructure is not
always possible or feasible, we provide a light-weight version of in-
formation linking for arbitrary, unmodified applications. One-shot
linking temporarily connects a text item selected in an unregistered
application with correspondences found in registered applications.
The user selects the desired text and presses a shortcut to invoke
linking, while hovering with the mouse above the selection. The
management application then consults the operating system’s se-
lection buffer for the selection text and reports the selection string
to all (accessible) registered applications. As we can only access
the selection string and not the text location on the display using
this method, links emerge from the current mouse pointer loca-
tion instead of the actual bounding rectangle of the string occur-
rence. Also, we cannot perceive changes in window content of un-
registered applications and therefore show these “one-shot links”
only temporarily. After a few seconds, the previous set of links is
reloaded.

Alice recalls that she received an e-mail related to her current
investigation a few weeks ago. She opens a conventional e-mail
client and marks a country mentioned in the message text. Then,
she presses the keyboard shortcut for one-shot linking and a link
connecting her mouse cursor with the map application appears.

5.6 Selection storage and management
We provide a “bookmark list” as a central storage tool, where users
can store their current selections for later investigation. In addition,
users can use it as a global search tool by entering arbitrary selec-
tion strings and testing whether this selection is available in any
registered application window. The bookmark list displays each
user’s current selection string together with a bookmark button. By
pressing this button, a new bookmark appears as button labeled with
the selected text. Linking the bookmarked selection is achieved by
simply pressing this button. This way, users can quickly store find-
ings as selection strings and test them later on new window content.
By selecting a bookmark, links to the currently visible application
content are created.

This is a different bookmarking concept than conventional web
browsers provide, which store an application state or content rather
than a user’s search string. Our implemented selection bookmark-
ing does not allow users to restore the applications’ states at the time

of bookmarking their selection. To provide such an environment-
wide bookmarking, registered applications additionally would have
to provide context information with every user selection report –
such as their current URL, document, or visualization view – and
the possibility to restore these states upon bookmark selection. Al-
ternatively, a system-wide time-centric information management
approach (similar to [21]) could restore the entire system’s previous
(visual) state by storing screen-shots of the window contents at the
time of bookmarking. However, restoring a previous system state
can lead to interference for collaborators. Thus, privacy mecha-
nisms – such as restricting reconstitution to unprotected application
windows – would be required. In addition, the visual presentation
of the windows’ previous states has to be well-designed, in particu-
lar if the window layout has changed in meantime.

Alternatively to the bookmark list, users can manage their find-
ings in their preferred text editors, spreadsheet applications, or pre-
sentation tools. Irrespective whether these tools have been inte-
grated into the linking infrastructure, they can employ one-shot
linking to re-establish their visual connections to registered appli-
cation windows.

After linking the country from her e-mail client, Alice opens the
bookmark list to mark the country for later investigation. The coun-
try’s name is automatically listed as potential bookmark, so she just
presses the button next to the selection string to create the book-
mark. Later, they both discuss Alice’s findings and step through all
of her bookmarked countries by subsequently pressing the labeled
buttons in the bookmark list. By switching off window protection,
they can check occurrences of the countries in all open application
windows.

6 EVALUATION

We conducted an observational experiment to initially assess the
benefits and limitations of collaborative information linking. The
main goals of the experiment were: 1) Observing how users coordi-
nate their activities with conventional single-user applications and
multi-pointer support on a shared display wall, 2) assessing how
collaborative information linking helped (or impeded) users to co-
ordinate their work, and 3) how individual findings were managed,
communicated, and prepared. We decided to gather observational
evidence as an initial evaluation step, as there is no clear baseline
condition for a formal, comparative experiment. We believe eval-
uating collaborative information linking against a system without
personalized visual coordination would not have been a fair com-
parison.

Eighteen participants (16 males, 2 females, aged 23 to 38) re-
cruited from a local university worked in pairs on an information
analysis task.

6.1 Experimental setup

The experiment was conducted on a front-projected display driven
by six XGA projectors, resulting in a resolution of 3072 x 1536 pix-
els. Projectors were operated by a commodity PC running Linux
Ubuntu 9.10 with a dual-head graphics card and two graphics split-
ters3. Each participant had a mouse and keyboard pair to operate
the display.

The task was to analyze migration from Africa to Europe by eval-
uating different sources of information. As information resources,
we used content freely available on the internet, which was only
slightly adapted to reduce the task complexity. Participants were
presented a table showing numbers of migrants from African coun-
tries to European OECD countries in 20064, a map, and several

3http://www.matrox.com/graphics/en/products/gxm/th2go/
4simplified from http://stats.oecd.org



articles on the topic5. They were asked to answer three questions
on African migration to Europe, where each of the questions were
divided into focused and open-ended sub-questions. A few ques-
tions could be answered by evaluating solely the table (for instance:
“From which African countries do most of the European migrants
come from and where are they going?”), while others required sup-
port of the map and background information from the articles (for
instance: “Which African countries are used as hub for migration
to Europe? Where are the typical routes?”).

Figure 4: Screenshot of the shared display in the experiment.

We used the Firefox web browser6, which was extended through
an add-on to communicate with the information linking infrastruc-
ture, and a maps mash-up application using the Google maps API7

as application resources. In addition, a bookmark window and a
simple, unmodified text editor (gedit) were available to organize
findings. The table and the map were horizontally centered on the
shared display. The articles were presented in two browser win-
dows – one for each participant – and located on the respective
closest display locations to the users. The two browser windows
were protected from the other user’s links. The bookmark window
was placed on the left, and the text editor on the right display half.
Figure 4 shows the window arrangement.

Prior to the task, participants had an approximately 10 minutes
warm-up period where they could get familiar with the system and
the collaborative information linking technique. They were in-
structed how to make selections, switch off their links, and how to
protect and release windows. Task time was limited to 30 minutes.

Groups could decide on their own how to organize their findings
and were free whether to use visual links. We employed system
logging, video-taped the session, handed out questionnaires, and
conducted a semi-structured interview at the end of the experiment.

6.2 Results
We will report on observations during the experiment and video
analysis of the sessions, as well as selected questionnaire results
(7-point Likert scale), interview feedback, and logging numbers.
For each pair, we obtained about thirty minutes of video material
and two pages of field notes taken during the experiment. Based
on the field notes and video material, we established coding cate-
gories for information linking, such as whether participants were
linking for individual information retrieval or whether bookmarks
were selected for individual information query or for collaborative
discussion.

Collaborative information linking. The median number of se-
lections triggered for collaborative information linking was 32 per

5shortened from http://news.bbc.co.uk/,
http://www.migrationinformation.org/, and
http://www.wikipedia.org/

6http://www.mozilla.com/firefox/
7http://code.google.com/apis/maps/

group. Information linking usage varied with the group’s configura-
tion and work style (c.f., Figure 5): We observed that users working
in a mixed-focus collaboration style (i.e., often switching between
individual and tightly coupled work) used collaborative information
linking most frequently.

Figure 5: Recorded activities for each group sorted by work styles
and frequency of information linking: mixed-focus collaboration, indi-
vidual task-solving, tight collaboration, and a single interacting per-
son (view coupling [27]) were observed work styles. The overall num-
ber of selections for information linking, and selections from text edi-
tor and bookmark list, respectively, are listed.

When working individually, information linking was mainly em-
ployed to locate occurrences of a certain country and to quickly
look up its geographic location and associated migration numbers
in the table. In the post-test questionnaire, the median rating for
having visual links across application windows on a 7-point Likert
scale was 6. Having links within application windows was rated 5.
Linking was not actively used when reading articles or scanning the
table individually. Links often remained faded during these activi-
ties, but were rarely completely disabled.

In seven groups, we could observe situations when users silently
watched their partner’s activities while linking. Being able to see
links by the partner had a median rating of 6. Users largely agreed
that individual links were easy to identify (median score 5). The
main distinguishing aspect was the unique color-coding (6), while
the direction of the links played a minor role (4). One user ex-
plained he did not actively distinguish his links from his partner’s
but rather followed his own links from the current window to the
relevant target windows – color did not matter for him.

The median score for I was often distracted by my partner’s ac-
tions was 2.5. In the interview, users mentioned that interference
and distraction was mainly caused by changes to the window lay-
out caused by the other person, as well as concurrent interaction on
shared application windows. Only one user mentioned that he was
“a bit annoyed” by his partner’s links. The ability to protect win-
dows from other users’ links was rated fairly low (median score of
4.5). It has to be noted that the browser windows containing the ar-
ticles were protected when the experiment started. Only two users
switched window protection off during the task, but no user locked
one of the initially unprotected windows.

When working in a tightly coupled fashion, one participant usu-
ally contributed linking while the other set of links was either faded
or switched off. In three groups, one user summarized findings by
linking selective countries to map and table. Linking was also em-
ployed to clarify unknown items, e.g., the exact location of a coun-
try, especially if the country’s label was not visible on the map due
to a coarse zoom level.

Storing and sharing findings. The bookmark list was actively
used by four groups (c.f., Figure 5). However, usage of the book-
mark list was usually only temporary – all but one group used the
text editor to gather and structure all findings. Users complained
that the bookmark list was too restrictive. While it seemed to be
sufficient to gather first findings (as also indicated by the higher us-



age by groups working mainly individually), users stated that cru-
cial collaboration features, like sorting or being able to add meta-
information, were missing.

Both, bookmark list and text editor, were used to “replay” pre-
vious findings by stepping through the individual items to invoke
linking. In four groups, the list in the text editor or bookmark list
– created either by a single user or by both participants – was re-
played by one participant to link to the map and the table. The
group then discussed and verified the individual items and decided
on the most suitable candidates collaboratively. Conversely, several
group members consulted the list created in a collaborative session
to identify relevant locations in their articles for further reading.

Interaction with single-user applications. Although we ob-
served that most groups could resolve input conflicts on shared
application windows by social protocols, the majority of users re-
ported that occasional input conflicts were very annoying. Conflicts
were observed when panning the map or selecting text by dragging
the mouse while the other user was moving the cursor across the
window or when attempting to drag concurrently. Apart from input
conflicts, three groups complained about having to share a single
bookmark or text editor window. One user mentioned that “sharing
windows is fine as long as you are mainly viewing. Like on the map
or the table. But it’s exhausting if both have to interact”. In prac-
tice, they agreed at some point to switch storage window ownership
and moved it to the other side of the display or were alternatingly
adding items on the original window location. This was perceived
as awkward, as one user put it: “windows on the left side of the
display felt like [user B’s] area”. Obviously, users silently agreed
on window ownership based on the initial window layout. This is
reflected in logging data, where 96% of registered interaction with
the bookmark list (i.e., bookmarking or selecting a bookmark for
linking) was contributed by the user sitting on the left side of the
display. Similarly, 75% of linking activities from the text editor
were recorded by the user sitting on the right.

Some users reported problems when accessing distant shared
content. For instance, one user argued that the numbers in the table
were hard to read for him. However, he “did not dare to pull the
table down as I did not want to disturb [user B]”. Indeed, three
users reported that window re-stacking or moving by the other user
caused distraction for them when working individually.

7 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The most extensive usage of collaborative information linking was
observed for groups working in a mixed-focus collaboration style.
Usually, these groups started by a joint task clarification and divi-
sion step, followed by individual reading and gathering of informa-
tion, and concluded with jointly discussing, clarifying, and verify-
ing their findings. Similar collaboration patterns have been iden-
tified in previous research on collaborative information work (e.g.,
[19, 17]).

As observed by previous work, facilitating multiple concur-
rent input devices and sufficient physical space leads to increased
amount of individual work (c.f., [29, 30]). Indeed, we saw a lot of
individual work, primarily during information retrieval phase. Indi-
vidual information retrieval was typically supported by visual links
to find related information in shared application windows. Since
previous research reported that cursor movements were perceived
as distracting on a shared display [33], we were surprised to find
that users hardly felt distracted by the other user’s visual links.
However, our experiment was limited to a pair of users. A more
thorough evaluation of visual coordination techniques and the re-
sulting visual clutter for a larger number of users is subject to future
work.

Users generally seemed to easily coordinate their activities dur-
ing periods of independent work. Similar to previous observations
on territoriality in single-display groupware (e.g., [29, 27]), we saw

that users mainly interacted with windows located on their physi-
cally closer side of the display without explicitly negotiating per-
sonal areas. We did, however, observe occasional input conflicts
when users attempted to access detailed information in a shared
application window. This was the main cause of distraction men-
tioned by the users of the experiment. Although system-imposed
access restriction is often considered as too restrictive [7, 5], well-
designed automatic protocols have recently been demonstrated to
be preferred over pure social policies by users [20]. We will in-
vestigate whether such protocols can help to mitigate distraction
caused by unsynchronized input on single-user applications.

Collaborative information linking reduced the need to interact
with shared window content – in some situations. It seems to be
useful for mere overview applications, where users are rarely re-
quired to interact – such as the map application in our experiment,
where the need to zoom into the map was often mitigated. How-
ever, it could not help users to read highlighted, but small, textual
labels (as in the migration table) located at a far distance. Dragging
shared windows closer was disliked by the users for the distrac-
tion this would have caused for their collaborator. In the future,
we will investigate combinations of information linking and portal
techniques (similar to WinCuts [26]) to provide easy duplication
of relevant workspace areas for closer inspection with minimal dis-
traction for the other users.

When transitioning from individual information retrieval to joint
discussion, users often employed the information storage facilities:
they “replayed” selected findings gathered in the bookmark list or
text editor to their partner for focused discussion and verification.
Mark and Kobsa [17] discovered a similar “retracing” step when
users validated answers collaboratively. Conversely, some users re-
played findings discussed in the team to get an entry point for new
information sources when returning to individual information re-
trieval. Replaying selections also seemed to support users in deictic
references. In contrast to previous observations reporting difficul-
ties in gesturing on large displays (e.g., [23, 12]), we did not observe
any communication problems when pointing to a specific display
location using visual links.

The tools we provided for information storage were described
as too inflexible. Users had a strong desire to properly collect and
structure their findings when working in a mixed-focus collabora-
tion style. Based on the observations in our experiment, we found
that a centralized information storage tool should provide similar
features as powerful application-specific interaction histories [10],
but should additionally enable the users to merge multiple personal-
ized instances and to easily invocate personalized visual highlight-
ing to diverse applications. As the information provided in the ex-
periment was filtered, a simple selection storage mechanism was
sufficient to revisit previous information occurrences. We expect
that with a growing amount of information, mechanisms to restore
previous application states (as discussed in 5.6) will be required.

We consider this observational experiment as starting point for
further research in the field of collaborative information linking. In
the future, long-term observations and more focused empirical eval-
uations will be required to fully assess the limitations and benefits
of collaboration-supportive visualizations for information work.

8 CONCLUSIONS

We have presented collaborative information linking to provide vi-
sual multi-user coordination for information work in collaboration-
transparent environments. Based on a system supporting construc-
tion of large-scale projector-based displays and multi-pointer inter-
action, we provide a shared visual context by linking user-specific
selections to multiple application windows. In addition, we sup-
port the arrangement of protected and shared workspace areas and a
bookmark list for storing selections. An early experiment indicates
that information linking supports teams in operating a large, shared



display in several ways: Information linking helps individual users
to locate information on a large-scale display with minimal dis-
traction for their collaborators; it facilitates the transition between
individual work and group discussions by replaying stored selec-
tions; and it eases the usage of single-user application windows
on a shared workspace, as relevant items are highlighted without
zooming content or moving windows into personal display space.

We will continue by addressing the future research directions
discovered in our experiment, namely: providing a more powerful
storage tool supporting users in structuring and restoring findings,
combining linking and portal techniques, and conducting more fo-
cused experiments.
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